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[1] The night side ionosphere of Mars is known to be highly variable: essentially
nonexistent in certain geographic locations, while occasionally nearly as strong as the
photoionization-produced dayside ionosphere in others. The factors controlling its structure
include thermospheric densities, temperatures and winds, day-night plasma transport,
plasma temperatures, current systems, solar particle events, crustal magnetic fields, and
electron precipitation, none of which are adequately understood at present. Using a kinetic
Monte Carlo approach called Mars Monte Carlo Electron Transport (MarMCET), we model
the dynamics of precipitating solar wind electrons on the nightside ionosphere of Mars
to study the effects of these last two factors on ionospheric density and structure. We
calculate ionization rate profiles and, using simple assumptions concerning atmospheric
chemistry, also calculate electron density profiles, total electron content, and equivalent
ionosphere slab thickness. We present the first model investigation of the coupled effects
of crustal magnetic field gradients and precipitating electron pitch angle distributions
(PADs). Including such effects, particularly in cases of nonisotropic PADs, is found to
be essential in accurately predicting ionization rate and electron density profiles: peak
ionization rates can vary by a factor of 20 or more when these effects are included.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Mars’ Dayside Ionosphere

[2] The dayside ionosphere of Mars is primarily the result
of photoionization of atmospheric neutrals by solar EUV
flux, with a vertical structure and solar zenith angle (SZA)
dependence that is described reasonably well by classical
Chapman theory [Chapman, 1931a, 1931b]. Since 2001,
more than two dozen publications on the Mars dayside
ionosphere have appeared, primarily using data from the
Radio Science (RS) experiment on Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS) [Tyler et al., 2001] and the Mars Advanced Radar for
Surface and Ionospheric Sounding (MARSIS) on Mars
Express [Gurnett et al., 2005]. Departures from ideal
Chapman behavior have been studied and attributed to the
omission of plasma transport, comprehensive ion chemistry
and vertical diffusion in the Chapman model [e.g., Breus
et al., 2004; Fox and Yeager, 2006].
[3] The variability of the dayside ionosphere is caused

by external drivers such as the solar cycle, solar rotation

[Breus et al., 2004;Withers and Mendillo, 2005], solar flares
[Mendillo et al., 2006], cosmic rays [Molina-Cuberos et al.,
2001, Haider et al., 2007] gamma ray bursts [Espley et al.,
2008] and solar energetic particle (SEP) events [Morgan
et al., 2008; Espley et al., 2007] and internal factors such
as neutral density variations [Bougher et al., 2001], crustal
magnetic fields and local plasma processes [Withers et al.,
2005;Duru et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2007].Withers [2009]
provides a comprehensive review of observations of the
dayside ionosphere to date.

1.2. Mars’ Nightside Ionosphere

[4] In contrast, our understanding of the nightside iono-
sphere remains substantially incomplete, with very little
published data compared to the dayside. The nightside iono-
sphere does not start at solar zenith angle (SZA) = 90�
because ionospheric altitudes (say, 100 km to 200 km) are
sunlit for SZA < �105�–110�. Ionospheric plasma was only
detected in 60% of Viking radio occultation profiles between
SZA = 90� and 125� [Zhang et al., 1990], of which the
average peak electron density was 5 � 103 cm�3, which is a
factor of �20–40 below subsolar values [Gurnett et al.,
2008]. Earth-Mars geometry prevents radio occultation
measurements at SZAs above 125�. Though MARSIS night-
side observations have been made up to SZA = 140�
(O. Witasse, personal communication, 2009), this data is not
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public at the time of writing and data in published articles
have been limited to SZA < �115�. Nonetheless, for SZA >
�100�, Gurnett et al. [2008] reported ‘‘irregular patches’’ of
ionosphere, with higher peak densities occurring in areas of
strong crustal magnetic fields. Also for SZA > 100�, Safaeinili
et al. [2007] reported higher peak densities specifically
where the crustal magnetic fields were closer to vertical
than horizontal. This irregularity and correlation with crustal
fields is consistent with some combination of electron
impact ionization, transport from the dayside and dynamic
magnetic field topology, together controlling the nightside
ionosphere. Oddly, there are no published nightside studies
from either the MGS or Mars Express Radio Science
experiments. Overall, the near-terminator nightside iono-
sphere is highly variable and is not well understood, while
the deep nightside ionosphere (SZA = 125�–180�) remains
completely unexplored [Withers, 2009].
[5] The factors that control the spatial and temporal

behavior of the nightside ionosphere are expected to be:
[6] 1) Neutral densities, temperatures, winds and waves

[e.g., Bougher et al., 1999; Withers et al., 2003],
[7] 2) Day-night plasma transport [e.g., Ulusen and

Linscott, 2008],
[8] 3) Ablation by meteoroid influx [Withers, 2009],
[9] 4) Recombination rates, which depend upon electron

temperature [e.g., Schunk and Nagy, 2000],
[10] 5) Transient SEP [Leblanc et al., 2002] or gamma ray

burst events [Espley et al., 2008],
[11] 6)Magnetic field-aligned electrostatic potential drops,

which may arise at and above ionospheric altitudes [e.g.,
Dubinin et al., 2008],
[12] 7) Impact ionization by precipitating superthermal

magnetotail electrons, and hence those electrons’ energy
spectra and pitch angle distributions (PADs) [e.g., Brain
et al., 2006],
[13] 8) Magnetic field strength and topology, which varies

with time because the often strong planet-fixed crustal
magnetic fields reconnect with the draped and time-variable
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) as Mars rotates [e.g.,
Halekas et al., 2006].
[14] Data remain sparse concerning factor 1 [e.g.,Withers,

2006]. Factors 2–6 remain substantially unknown due to lack
of reliable data, though the upcoming 2013 MAVEN Mars
Scout (http://lasp.colorado.edu/maven/) mission should
make many of these measurements. This work focuses on
the last two factors.

1.3. Previous Modeling Efforts

[15] Several investigators have previously modeled elec-
tron transport through the Mars upper atmosphere. Such
studies vary in approach from a simple analytic model
[Verigin et al., 1991], multistream models [Haider et al.,
1992; Fox et al., 1993; Fillingim et al., 2007], a kinetic and
fluid model [Leblanc et al., 2006], an analytic yield spectrum
approach [Haider, 1997; Seth et al., 2002; Haider et al.,
2002]. These models have been used to study ionization rates
[Haider et al., 2002; Fillingim et al., 2007], auroral emissions
[Seth et al., 2002], atmospheric chemistry [Haider, 1997;
Haider et al., 2007] and expectedMars nightside ionospheric
electron density profiles [e.g., Fox et al., 1993]. These
models have been used to examine the effects of different
energy spectra of precipitating electrons under different

atmospheric conditions, but to date have not included mag-
netic field gradients, nor anisotropic pitch angle distributions
of the precipitating electrons.

1.4. Effects of Crustal Fields, Electron PADs,
and Energy Spectra

[16] In this work we attempt to examine how crustal
magnetic fields, electron energy spectra and electron PADs
(for all three of which there is a reasonable base of data from
which to start) affect the nightside ionosphere of Mars. These
factors are connected, in that the topology of the crustal
magnetic field, combined with the double-lobed Martian
magnetotail field [e.g., Ferguson et al., 2005], strongly
affects where, when and how superthermal electrons can
precipitate into the atmosphere and cause ionization. For
instance, where magnetic field lines are ‘‘open’’ (i.e., they
connect the collisional atmosphere to the IMF), magnetotail
electrons have access to, and hence can impact, the atmo-
sphere. In contrast, where such field lines are ‘‘closed’’ (i.e.,
connected to the planet at both ends) above collisional
altitudes (i.e., >�200 km) or ‘‘unconnected’’ (i.e., uncon-
nected to the atmosphere), magnetotail electrons have no
such access. Maps showing the locations of these ‘‘regions of
access’’ (and hence ionization) at �400 km altitude can be
found in the works of Lillis et al. [2008a, Figure 1b] and
Brain et al. [2007, Figure 5f].
[17] No previous electron impact ionization modeling

effort at Mars has included an inhomogeneous magnetic
field, nor its interplay with the PADs of the precipitating
electrons, and simulated how these effects modify vertical
profiles of ionization rate. Crustal magnetic field gradients,
which are included in this study, are potentially important on
Mars because field strengths vary rapidly with altitude unlike
Earth or any planet with a global magnetic field generated in
its deep interior.
[18] In section 2, we describe the Mars Monte Carlo

Electron Transport (MarMCET) code and how we use it to
calculate vertical profiles of ionization rate and electron
density. In section 3 we present the first modeling results
showing how predicted vertical ionization rate varies as a
function of crustal magnetic field strength and PAD. In
section 4, we compare our results to previous observations
and modeling efforts. Section 5 discusses conclusions and
future work.

2. Methodology

2.1. Mars Monte Carlo Electron Transport Code

[19] MarMCET takes a kinetic, Monte Carlo approach to
electron motion in a planetary atmosphere and is described in
detail in sections 3–5 of Lillis et al. [2008b]. The following
summary is adequate for its use as a tool to study ionization.
[20] Individual electrons start with a given altitude, pitch

angle a0 and energy U0 and are assumed to be traveling
downward toward the planet. The magnetic field at this initial
point is denoted B0. Since the gyroradii of <20 keVelectrons
on the Martian nightside is always <25 km (and often much
smaller), we assume the electron remains ‘‘bound’’ to the
magnetic field line. The collection of points (i.e., loci) about
which an electron gyrates in its helical motion is commonly
known as the guiding center path or distance along the field
line [Parks, 2004, pp. 118–121] and is represented by the
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variable x, where x = 0 at the electron’s release point. As a
function of x, we prescribe the magnetic elevation angle (i.e.,
the angle between the magnetic field vector and local
horizontal), magnetic field strength B(x), and electrostatic
potential differenceDV(x). We defineDV(x) = 0 when x = 0.
Although wewill setDV(x) = 0 everywhere in all simulations
in this manuscript, it is a fundamental part of the MarMCET
code and is included here for completeness and consistency
with Lillis et al. [2008b]. The evolution of the electron’s pitch
angle a(x) is given by the following equation [Lillis et al.,
2008b, equation 17]:

sin2 a xð Þ ¼ B xð Þ
B0

sin2 a0

1þ eDV xð Þ
U0

� � ð1Þ

At some point along the field line on which the electron is
launched (i.e., for some values of x), the right-hand side of
equation (1) may become �1, indicating that the pitch angle
has reached 90� and hence the electron has electromagneti-
cally reflected and is traveling in the opposite direction. This
happens when either B(x) grows too large (e.g., the electron is
getting closer to magnetized crust) and/or when DV(x) gets
too large and negative. Note that if the denominator becomes
negative, the equation becomesmeaningless, i.e., the electron
cannot exist at this point x because it has already reflected.
Figures 1a and 1b show a sample magnetic field profile and
the resulting pitch angle evolution for electrons of several
initial pitch angles.
[21] Lillis et al. [2008b, equation 18] describe the cumu-

lative probability of an electron surviving the round-trip

journey from some high altitude to its magnetic reflection
point in the atmosphere and back again without scattering.
It can be modified slightly for our purposes to express
the cumulative probability of an electron colliding with an
atmospheric neutral of species i, by process j (e.g., elastic
collision, dissociation, ionization etc.) before traveling a dis-
tance x along the field line:

Pi;j xð Þ ¼ 1� exp �
Zx
0

si;j U x0ð Þð Þni x0ð Þdx0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� B x0ð Þ sin2 a0

B0 1þeDV x0ð Þ
U0

� �s
2
66664

3
77775;U x0ð Þ

¼ U0 þ eDV x0ð Þ ð2Þ

where si,j is the energy-dependent cross section for that
process and ni(x) is the neutral density of species i as a
function of x. x is represented by a 400-element array, starting
at zero from an altitude of 400 km, which increases with
decreasing altitude until either the electron goes below 50 km
or the reflection point is reached, after which it decreases as
altitude increases, reaching zero again at 400 km. Therefore
the altitude resolution is always <2 km. Corresponding arrays
for ni(x), B(x) and DV(x) are calculated in order to evaluate
Pi,j as a function of x, examples of which are plotted in
Figure 1d.
[22] Equation (2) is used to calculate the cumulative

probability for a collision resulting in process j as a function
of distance along the electron’s guiding center path. A
random number is used to determine where along the path,

Figure 1. (a) A typical magnetic field-altitude profile for a region of strong crustal field and (b) the pitch
angle evolution which this profile dictates for electrons starting at 400 km altitude at six different pitch
angles: 15, 24, 27, 30, 33, and 40 degrees (i.e., the pitch angle at the lower right end of each line) in the
absence of any electrostatic potential. (c) A typical mass density-altitude profile and (d) the resulting
cumulative scattering probabilities for the same electron paths in Figure 1b for 200 eV electrons as they
travel down in altitude and back up again. (e) A two-dimensional illustration showing the magnetic
topology of an open crustal magnetic field line region, the helical path of precipitating electrons, the top of
our model (400 km), and approximate altitude range of the collisional atmosphere. The green arrow
represents the direction of crustal magnetization. In Figures 1b and 1d, arrows show the electrons’ direction
of motion while the gradient in light blue color from right to left approximately represents atmospheric
density as a function of altitude and is meant as a visual aid to demonstrate that electrons with initial pitch
angles further from 90� encounter higher atmospheric densities and are therefore more likely to scatter.
Adapted from Lillis et al. [2008b].
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if at all, a collision occurs. If so, the electron’s position and
pitch angle immediately beforehand are recorded, a second
random number determines which neutral species the elec-
tron strikes according to the separate probabilities for colli-
sion with each species, and a third determines what scattering
process occurs (e.g., elastic collision, dissociation, excitation
or ionization) and the associated energy loss of the impacting
electron, according to the relative cross sections for each
process. For ionizations, the energy loss resulting from the
range of possible secondary electron energies is accounted
for by treating as separate processes the emission of second-
aries in �300 discrete energy bins logarithmically spaced
from 0.1eV–20 keV. A fourth random number determines
the polar scattering angle according to tabulated angular
scattering functions (discussed in the following section)
and a fifth randomly determines the azimuth scattering angle.
The initial pitch angle and polar and azimuthal scattering
angles determines the postcollision pitch angle. A new helical
trajectory is calculated starting from the collision position,
and the Monte Carlo procedure is repeated until the parti-
cle either ‘‘escapes’’ the atmosphere (meaning its altitude
exceeds 400 km while traveling upwards) or its energy
falls below 10 eV, below which it can no longer ionize atmo-
spheric neutrals.
[23] The altitude and process of every scattering event

is recorded. When an ionization occurs, a new electron is
‘‘launched’’ at the altitude of the collision. Its initial energy
is determined by another random number, weighted by the
appropriate differential cross sections (see next section),
while its initial direction is chosen randomly (which results
in a new pitch angle). These newly created electrons pro-
duced by electron impact are followed from their ‘‘creation,’’
using the method just described, until either their altitude
exceeds 400 km or their energy falls below the aforemen-
tioned 10 eV ‘‘further ionization’’ threshold. In this way, for
example, we record all �200 secondary (and tertiary etc.)
electrons produced by a 20 keV primary electron precipitat-
ing through the Martian atmosphere.

2.2. Model Inputs

[24] As mentioned above, the inputs to the model are
1) electron-neutral collision cross sections, 2) the electron’s
initial pitch angle, 3) its initial energy, and the profiles, along
the magnetic field lines to which the electron is bound, of
4) neutral density, 5) magnetic field strength and 6) electro-
static potential. We discuss these in order.
2.2.1. Cross Sections for Electron-Neutral Collisions
[25] We developed a comprehensive database of cross

sections for O, O2, N2, CO2, CO and Ar from Ajello et al.
[1990], Cvejanovic and Crowe [1997], Chilton and Lin
[1999], Itikawa [2002] and the compilation of Sung and
Fox [2000]. Differential cross sections for secondary electron
emission were obtained from Shyn and Sharp [1979], Burnett
and Rountree [1979] andOpal et al. [1971]. Angle-dependent
relative scattering cross sections were obtained from Porter
and Jump [1978] and Porter et al. [1987].
2.2.2. Initial Electron Pitch Angles and Energies
[26] For every combination of crustal magnetic field and

neutral density profiles in this paper, the simulation was run
for 20 logarithmically spaced energies from 15 eV to 20 keV
and for 12 equally spaced downward traveling pitch angle
bins between 0 and p/2. Electrons below 15 eV were not

considered because they do not cause ionization while those
above 20 keV were not because there is very rarely any
electron flux above this energy except during solar energetic
particle events and because this was the highest energy of
both the Mars Express ASPERA-3 ELS (ELectron Spec-
trometer) and the MGS MAG/ER (Magnetometer/Electron
Reflectometer); that is, there are no Mars data beyond this.
Simulations do not have to be run separately for different
input energy spectra or PADs, since the contributions from
each energy/pitch angle can be summed and weighted
accordingly to predict the ionization rate profile for a given
energy spectrum and PAD.
2.2.3. Atmospheric Neutral Density Profiles
[27] For all simulations in this paper, the neutral density

versus altitude profiles for the six main neutral species (CO2,
O, O2, CO, N2, Ar) are taken from the Mars Thermospheric
Global Circulation Model (MTGCM) [e.g., Bougher et al.,
1999] and correspond to solar moderate equatorial, equinox
conditions at the equator at 0200 local time.
2.2.4. Magnetic Field Profile
[28] Since we assume the electrons are bound to a single

magnetic field line, three associated one-dimensional arrays
are sufficient to represent the magnetic field: altitude, mag-
netic field magnitude and magnetic elevation angle (i.e.,
angle between the magnetic field vector and the local hori-
zontal). For simplicity, the magnetic field for all simulations
in this paper is taken to be a straight line and vertical (i.e.,
radial) everywhere. The vertical profile of field strength
is equal to the sum of a constant ambient magnetic field of
12 nT (a typical magnetotail field value [Ferguson et al.,
2005]) and a crustal magnetic field profile determined by
its value at 100 km and which decreases with distance above
the magnetized crustal source (which we assume to be 15 km
beneath the surface):

B zð Þ ¼ Bambient þ Bcrustal;100km �
100km

z

� �2:5

ð3Þ

Examples of such profiles can be seen in Figures 1a and 2b.
2.2.5. Electrostatic Potential
[29] There are two possible sources of parallel electrostatic

potentials. The first is the polarization electric field due to
charge separation between electrons and ions in the ambi-
polar diffusion region [Schunk andNagy, 2000, pp 118–119].
At Mars, this occurs above �200 km [Withers, 2009]
and is approximately equal to kTe/eHp, where k is the
Boltzmann constant, Te is the electron temperature, e is the
electron charge and Hp is the plasma scale height (equal to
k(Te + Ti)/mig, where mi is the mass of the dominant ion, Ti is
the ion temperature and g is the acceleration due to gravity).
Putting in reasonable values for the Mars ionosphere (i.e., O2

+

ion mass and plasma temperatures from Hanson and Mantas
[1988]) gives an electric field of a few mV/m. Even if sus-
tained over 200 km, such a field is too weak to affect the
trajectories of the precipitating electrons.
[30] The second source is magnetospheric electrostatic

potentials, up to several kilovolts, which are invoked in order
to explain observations of accelerated electron spectra [Brain
et al., 2006] and aurora [Bertaux et al., 2005]. Such potentials
could exist over distances of �1000 km [Dubinin et al.,
2008], mostly outside the collisional atmosphere and would
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therefore modify the ‘‘initial’’ precipitating electron flux
rather than its transport within the ionosphere (which is the
focus of this paper). Even though it’s an important part of the
MarMCET code structure, we don’t include electrostatic
potentials in the model runs in this manuscript because there
are no direct measurements of such potential at Mars and
because we wish to focus on the effects of crustal magnetic
field and PADs. Such potentials will be the topic of future
work.

2.3. Calculating Ionization Rate

[31] For any profile of magnetic field magnitude, electro-
static potential and neutral density along a given magnetic
field line, MarMCET uses all the recorded ionizations to
calculate the differential ionization rate @f(h, a0, U0)/@h,
defined as the number of ionizations per km of altitude
per primary electron of initial pitch angle a0 and energy
U0 at altitude h. Its units are km�1. Figures 3a–3c plot
@f(h, a0, U0)/@h as a function of altitude and a0 for 3 rep-
resentative values of U0 for the neutral density and magnetic
field profile shown in Figures 2a and 2b.
[32] To obtain ionization rate, we must consider Gauss’

Law of magnetism: as crustal magnetic field strength
increases with decreasing altitude, a magnetic flux tube

decreases in area to conserve magnetic flux. Therefore, the
omnidirectional precipitating electron flux increases by the
fractional increase in magnetic field magnitude: B(h)/B0. We
call this the ‘‘magnetic concentration’’ effect. It is illustrated
qualitatively in Figure 1e by the electron’s tightening helical
path.
[33] The flux of downward traveling electrons is typically

expressed in cm�2s�1 steradian�1eV�1 and ionization rate is
typically in units of cm�3s�1. Therefore we must not only
multiply @f(h, a0, U0)/@h by B(h)/B0 but also by the down-
ward traveling flux F(a0, U0) (i.e., flux at the same a0 and
U0) and then integrate over energy and direction to obtain
ionization rate as a function of altitude Pionization (h). If we
assume equal flux at all phase angles of the electron gyro
motion (commonly referred to as ‘‘gyrotropy’’), then inte-
grating over this phase angle results in a factor of 2p: and the
remaining integration is only over energy and initial pitch
angle:

Pionization hð Þ ¼ 2p
Z p

2

0

Z
U0

@f h;a0;U0ð Þ
@h

B hð Þ
B0

F a0;U0ð ÞdU0da0

ð4Þ

Figure 2. Typical MarMCET inputs. (top) As a function of altitude, (a) neutral atmosphere density of the
two dominant constituents O and CO2 from the MTGCM [Bougher et al., 1999], (b) magnetic field
magnitude of the assumed-vertical magnetic field, (c) electron temperature from Hanson and Mantas
[1988], and (d) recombination rate for O2

+ (the dominant ion, see section 2.4) dictated by the electron
temperature. (e) Electron PADs for two sample energy channels, 90–145 eVand 248–400 eV. In the model,
the overlapping pitch angle pins from the incident (left) side of the PAD are resampled to 12 nonoverlapping
adjacent pitch angle bins of uniform 7.5�width. (f) The energy spectrum of the downward traveling electron
flux. The measured, background-subtracted fluxes are typically at or below zero for energies above 5 keV
[Mitchell et al., 2001], hence the zero flux number at �8 keV.
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The number of particles simulated was varied for a given
combination of energy, pitch angle and crustal magnetic field
strength in order to give an approximately uniform number
of ionizations, from 83 particles at 20 keV and no crustal
magnetic field, to a maximum of 5 million particles at 15 eV
where the reflection attitude is above 250 km, where the
atmosphere is very tenuous compared to lower altitudes and
ionizations consequently rare.
[34] As mentioned in section 2.1, the altitude resolution

used in MarMCET (<2 km) is a small fraction of the
atmospheric scale height (>8 km), so the relevant physics is
captured on a particle-by-particle level. However, when
aggregating all the ionizations from a given simulation run
in order to calculate ionization rate as a function of altitude,
we must take a large enough altitude bin size that we obtain
a smoothly varying ionization rate profile. We found that
this could be achieved using 24 � 5 km wide altitude bins
between 80 km and 200 km, then 5 more bins with bound-
aries at 221, 245, 271 and 300 km.

2.4. Simplified Calculation of Electron Density

[35] For the purposes of this paper, the primary job of
MarMCET is to calculate ionization rate profiles. Ideally, the
profiles should be used in conjunction with a code, multifluid
or otherwise, that fully takes into account neutral winds,
collisions between neutrals and thermal ions and electrons,
plasma diffusion and ion chemistry in order to obtain a more
comprehensive picture of neutral and plasma dynamics on
the Martian nightside. However, until such a code exists, we

can use these rate profiles to obtain a simplified electron
density for comparison to measured electron density profiles.
The electron number density can be computed from the total
ion production rate (ignoring dynamics and assuming photo-
chemical equilibrium) from the equation [e.g., Schunk and
Nagy, 2000]:

ne hð Þ ¼ Pionization hð Þ
beff Te hð Þð Þ

" #1
2

ð5Þ

where beff(Te) is the electron temperature-dependent effective
recombination rate in units of cm�6s�1. O2

+ is the dominant
ion in the ionosphere of Mars over the altitudes considered
here due to rapid reactions between CO2, O, and their ions
[Chen et al., 1978; Hanson et al., 1977]. Therefore, beff
is taken to be the dissociative recombination rate of O2

+,
values for which are taken from the recent work of Sheehan
and St.-Maurice [2004] and references therein, including
Mehr and Biondi [1969]:

beff ¼
1:95� 10�7 300K=Teð Þ0:7; Te < 1200K

1:73� 10�7 300K=Teð Þ0:61;Te � 1200K

� �

In the absence of published measured or modeled nightside
electron temperatures in theMars ionosphere, we assume that
the electron temperature at all altitudes is equal to the dayside
electron temperature from the model of Chen et al. [1978],

Figure 3. MarMCET outputs. (a–c) Number of ionizations per km of altitude per primary electron as a
function of initial pitch angle and altitude for three sample energies. The dashed line represents the magnetic
reflection altitude as a function of initial pitch angle. The small amount of ionization to the right of this line
is due mostly to scattered primary electrons. (d) Resulting ionization rate profile when the electron PAD and
energy spectrum from Figures 2e and 2f are run through the model. (e) Electron density profile calculated
from equation (5) assuming the electron temperature and recombination rate profile shown in Figures 2c
and 2d.
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which agrees very well with those measured by the Viking
retarding potential analyzers on the dayside between 200 km
and 330 km [Hanson and Mantas, 1988]. The altitude
profiles of electron temperature and recombination rate are
shown in Figures 2c and 2d. Given that the same
postionization chemical processes dominate whether ioniza-
tion is caused by photons or precipitating electrons, we
expect this to be a more appropriate assumption than simply
assuming electron temperatures equal to nightside neutral
temperatures (<200K), as did Fillingim et al. [2007].

2.5. Model Example

[36] Figures 2 and 3 demonstrateMarMCET in the absence
of electrostatic potentials. Figure 2 shows typical inputs:
altitude profiles of (Figure 2a) neutral density, (Figure 2b)
magnetic field, (Figure 2c) electron temperature and
(Figure 2d) recombination rate. The latter two are necessary
for determining electron density only, not ionization rate and
are included in Figure 2 for completeness. Figures 2e and 2f
show typical measured electron PADs for 2 sample energies
and a downward traveling electron energy spectrum. The
PAD and energy spectrumwere measured byMGSMAG/ER
at 0200 local time at the MGS mapping orbit altitude of
�400 km, the same altitude at which the electrons are
released in the simulation.
[37] Figures 3a–3c show differential ionization rate as a

function of altitude and initial electron pitch angle for
3 sample electron energies. First, it shows that, as expected,
electrons of higher energy cause ionization at lower altitudes
(i.e., higher neutral densities) because their collision cross
sections are smaller. Also it shows that, for electrons with
initial pitch angles sufficiently close to 90�, magnetic reflec-
tion plays a very important role in both raising the altitude
of peak ionization and (because of exponentially lower
neutral densities at higher altitudes) substantially reducing
the ionization rate.
[38] Figure 3d shows the ionization rate profile resulting

from the PADs and energy spectrum shown in Figures 2e and
2f, while Figure 3e shows the corresponding electron density
profile, as discussed in section 2.4. The peak ionization rate
occurs at 158 km, �30 km higher than the subsolar photo-
ionization peak. This is because photoionization cross sec-
tions are more than an order of magnitude lower than electron
impact ionization cross sections in the range�15 eV–200 eV
(e.g., 1.7 � 10�17 cm2 versus 2.7 � 10�16 cm2 at 50 eV
[Itikawa, 2002; Masuoka, 1994]), wherein lies most of the
available energy for ionization in both the solar photon
spectrum and the typical precipitating magnetotail electron
energy spectrum. We also notice a secondary ‘‘shoulder’’ at
�130 km which is likely due to a slight enhancement in the
energy spectrum at 4 keV (see Figure 2f). There is a notable
change in slope at�200 km caused by the larger scale height
of O (versus CO2), which dominates the neutral density
above this altitude. The ionization rate in the highest altitude
bin (265–300 km) is likely an artifact caused by poor
statistics as the rate is expected to decrease with the atomic
oxygen density.
[39] Note that, in this example, we use a constant ambient

magnetic field of 12 nT and a comparatively weak crustal
magnetic field of �23 nT at 100 km. Even for this weak
crustal field, downward traveling electrons with pitch angles
>60� cause essentially no ionization. Crustal fields are

stronger than this example over �55% of the surface area
ofMars [Lillis et al., 2008a] and reach as high as�1600 nTat
100 km in parts of Terra Cimmeria [Acuña et al., 1999].
Therefore, this example shows that including the effect
of magnetic gradients is essential to understanding the Mars
nightside ionosphere.

3. Interconnected Effects of Crustal Magnetic
Field Gradients and Electron Pitch Angle
Distributions

[40] For the sake of simplicity, let us consider electron flux
along an open crustal magnetic field line on the Martian
nightside in the absence of electrostatic potentials. As dis-
cussed in section 2, electrons are subject to conservation of
the first adiabatic invariant and so feel the so-called ‘‘mirror’’
force. This reduces omnidirectional electron flux as the
magnetic field strength increases with decreasing altitude.
However, the aforementioned ‘‘magnetic concentration’’
effect increases omnidirectional flux with decreasing alti-
tude. In the absence of a collisional atmosphere and for a
downward traveling electron flux which is precisely isotropic
in pitch angle, these two competing effects exactly cancel
each other and the electron flux remains constant with
altitude [Parks, 2004]. However, the scattering effects of
the atmospheric neutrals, as well as real, nonisotropic PADs
mean that we expect to see substantial differences in vertical
ionization profiles for different combinations of PADs and
crustal magnetic field strengths.
[41] We used MarMCET to calculate ionization rate pro-

files for 3 different representative end-member PADs
(‘‘beamed’’ along the magnetic field line, ‘‘isotropic’’ and
‘‘trapped’’ as typically seen on closed magnetic field lines
[Brain et al., 2007]) and 7 different crustal magnetic field
strengths. The results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The
electron energy spectrum and neutral density profile are the
same as those shown in Figure 2.
[42] For the isotropic electron PAD, the flux concentration

effect is smaller than the magnetic mirror effect when the
scattering effect of the atmosphere is included, i.e., the
ionization rates are smaller for stronger crustal magnetic
field strengths, though the difference is only �20% between
the zero crustal field case and the strongest crustal field
simulated.
[43] For the beamed electron PAD, where most of the

flux is at pitch angles nearer 0� and hence less affected by
the mirror force, the flux concentration effect dominates for
higher crustal field strengths: the peak ionization rate is
�2.5 times higher for the strongest crustal field case com-
pared to the case with crustal fields weaker than �10 nT at
100 km.
[44] The effect of crustal magnetic field gradients is most

dramatic for the trapped electron PAD. Here, the stronger the
crustal field, the less ionization that is caused by the down-
ward traveling electrons because more of them magnetically
reflect before causing any substantial ionization. Peak ioni-
zation rates are an order of magnitude lower for the strongest
crustal field than the zero crustal field case.
[45] Figure 5 shows how four common characteristics of

ionospheres varywith PAD and crustal magnetic field strength:
peak ionization rate, peak electron density (Ne-max), total
electron content (TEC) and equivalent slab thickness (i.e.,
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TEC/Ne-max [Mendillo et al., 2004]). The precise values in
these plots are not important as we chose the PADs somewhat
arbitrarily. However, it is notable that, with the same electron
energy spectrum, using a realistic range of crustal field
strengths and just these 3 representative PADs, we obtain
peak ionization rates that diverge with increasing crustal field

strengths and differ by a factor of up to �20 (Figure 5a). By
equation (5), this results in peak electron densities and total
electron contents (TECs) that differ by a factor of �p20 �
4.5 (Figure 5b). The TEC (Figure 5c) shows a similar pat-
tern to peak density but the equivalent slab thickness plot
(Figure 5d) shows that the more beamed the PAD, the

Figure 5. Plotted as a function of crustal magnetic field magnitude at 100 km: (a) peak ionization
rate, (b) peak electron density, (c) total electron content (TEC), and (d) equivalent slab thickness (i.e.,
TEC/peak electron density). Solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent isotropic, trapped, and beamed PADs,
respectively.

Figure 4. The coupled effects of crustal magnetic field and electron PADs on ionization rate profiles.
(a and b) Input vertical magnetic field profiles and the PADs used in this series of model runs, respectively.
The ambient (i.e., noncrustal) field is 12 nT for all profiles, while the colored lines correspond to
crustal magnetic fields at 100 km of (black) 0.05 nT, (pink) 2 nT, (blue) 8 nT, (green) 25 nT, (red) 50 nT,
(yellow) 200 nT, and (orange) 800 nT. (c–e) Vertical ionization rate profiles for all seven magnetic field
profiles and three PADs. The profiles have been interpolated to 0.5 km resolution and smoothed over their
intrinsic resolution of 5 km. Colors correspond to those used in Figure 4a.
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‘‘thinner’’ the ionosphere (i.e., more of the ionosphere forms
over a narrower range of altitudes). This is because electrons
with pitch angles closer to 90� spend more time (and hence
traverse more distance) gyrating around the magnetic field
lines at higher altitudes compared with pitch angles further
from 90� which reach low altitudes more quickly.
[46] One property of the vertical ionization profiles that

does not seem to be much affected by crustal magnetic fields
and/or electron PADs is the peak ionization altitude: it is near
160 km for all cases shown in Figure 3. This is consistent with
Figures 3a–3c, which shows that peak ionization altitude is
constant as pitch angle increases until �15� below the ‘‘cut-
off’’ pitch angle (i.e., where the reflection altitude approxi-
mately equals the exobase altitude of �200 km), after which
peak ionization rates decrease significantly.

4. Comparison With Previous Work

[47] We can compare our results to some of the Viking
radio occultation and MARSIS sounder measurements men-
tioned in section 1, insofar as such comparisons are mean-
ingful (i.e., we don’t know the input electron spectrum, the
neutral density profile or the contribution from electron
transport from the dayside ionosphere). Using a typical mag-
netotail lobe electron energy spectrum, we found peak
electron densities of �6–8 � 103 cm�3 at �160 km with
no crustal magnetic field. This compares with typical densi-
ties of 5 � 103 cm�3 at an average peak altitude of 150 km
from Viking 1 and 2 radio occultation profiles [Zhang et al.,
1990], as well as typical values of 8� 103 cm�3 at an average
peak altitude of 175 km from MARSIS Active Ionospheric
Sounder measurements in nonmagnetic regions [Kirchner
et al., 2007]. The published nightside MARSIS TEC mea-
surements of Safaeinili et al. [2007] show TEC = 4–6 �
1014 m�2 where crustal magnetic field lines are within 15� of
vertical, compared with 1–4.5 � 1014 m�2 from MarMCET
depending on PAD and crustal field strength. If we restrict
ourselves to isotropic and beamed PAD (which are more
likely when the magnetic field lines are nearly vertical [Brain
et al., 2007]), then our modeled TEC range is 3–4.5 �
1014 m�2, so the general agreement is quite good.
[48] We can also compare to previous modeling efforts

using similar input spectra. Verigin et al. [1991],Haider et al.
[1992], and Fox et al. [1993] calculated peak electron den-
sities of 7� 103 cm�3, 1.2� 103 cm�3 and 1.4� 104 cm�3,
respectively for magnetotail lobe spectra, which are roughly
consistent with our results.
[49] Other data and model predictions for the Mars night-

side ionosphere are listed by Fillingim et al. [2007, Table 1].
However, since we know the model results were calculated
under a substantial range of input conditions and since we
don’t know the input conditions associated with the obser-
vations, we therefore do not consider it illuminating to
compare our results to every number in that table, particularly
since the purpose of this article is primarily to introduce
MarMCET and investigate the effects of magnetic gradients
and electron PADs.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

[50] In conclusion, we have presentedMarMCET, aMonte
Carlo–based electron transport code for use in planetary

atmospheres. We have used it to calculate vertical profiles of
electron impact ionization rates, given knowledge of 1) the
energy spectrum and 2) pitch angle distribution of the
precipitating electrons and the profiles of 3) magnetic field
magnitude and 4) neutral density along the magnetic field
lines to which the electrons are bound.
[51] We conclude that the coupled effects of crustal mag-

netic field gradients and electron PADs on electron impact
ionization rates can be greater than a factor of 20 and should
not be ignored in future modeling efforts of the Mars night-
side ionosphere.
[52] We have not shown any data-model comparisons in

this paper for the sake of brevity and because, due to the
lack of a magnetometer on Mars Express, there do not exist
simultaneous measurements of the energy spectrum and PAD
of precipitating electrons and the resulting ionospheric den-
sity profile. We have also not investigated the effects of
different magnetic elevation angles, seasonal and solar cycle
changes in neutral density profiles, magnetic field-aligned
electrostatic potentials or ‘‘peaked’’ (i.e., accelerated) elec-
tron spectra like those thought to cause Mars aurora [Brain
et al., 2006; Bertaux et al., 2005]. These tasks will be left to
future work.
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